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Abstract

Physics Simulation Software for Autonomous Propellant Loading

Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is developing a mobile launching system with autonomous propellant loading capabilities for liquid-fueled rockets. An autonomous system will be responsible for monitoring and controlling the storage, loading and transferring of cryogenic propellants. The Physics Simulation Software will reproduce the sensor data seen during the delivery of cryogenic fluids including valve positions, pressures, temperatures and flow rates. The simulator will provide insight into the functionality of the propellant systems and demonstrate the effects of potential faults. This will provide verification of the communications protocols and the autonomous system control and monitoring functions.

Gas House Autonomous System Monitoring

The High Pressure Gas Facility (HPGF) stores and distributes hydrogen, nitrogen, helium and high pressure air. The hydrogen and nitrogen are stored in cryogenic liquid state. The cryogenic fluids pose several hazards to operators and the storage and transfer equipment. Constant monitoring of pressures, temperatures and flow rates are required in order to maintain the safety of personnel and equipment during the handling and storage of these commodities. The Gas House Autonomous System Monitoring software will be responsible for constantly observing and recording sensor data, identifying and predicting faults and relaying hazard and operational information to the operators.

Introduction

High Pressure Gas Facility

This Facility stores and distributes hydrogen, nitrogen, helium and high pressure air. These gases are required to be in a pressurised environment and kept at cryogenic temperatures.

Approach

Utilize Object-Oriented Programming with an emphasis on reusability

Employ Design Patterns to avoid common pitfalls

Implement standardized communication (Space Packet Protocol) [2]

Results

Created a Domain Model for Liquid Nitrogen Process Equipment

G2 Workspace created for Liquid Nitrogen System

Integrated into overall monitoring application
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Cryogenic Fluids

“Cryogenic Fluids may loosely be defined as those fluids whose normal boiling temperature at atmospheric pressure are below 273K.” [1]